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The International Arbitration practice at 
White & Case is widely recognized as  
preeminent in its field.

For us, international arbitration isn’t the occasional 
instruction; it’s all we do. With more arbitration 
practitioners in offices around the world than any 
other firm, we cover every jurisdiction, arbitral 
forum and industry sector, and work under 
multiple laws and in diverse languages.

We act for global corporations, financial 
institutions, investors and sovereign states, 
and we have a high number of repeat clients. 
They turn to us because they trust our skill, 
experience and reputation to achieve the best 
possible outcome for them, and because our 
partners personally handle all their cases. Our 
high-profile cases often make headlines, and they 
include some of the most important decisions 
in international arbitration history.

The legal directories, including Chambers Global, 
The Legal 500 and Global Arbitration Review, 
place our practice in the elite category. Members 
of our team are among the most highly ranked 
international arbitration practitioners in the world.
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A top-tier practice with a track record 
of handling complex cases

With more than 180 arbitration 
lawyers globally, we have the largest 
international arbitration practice in 
the world. Our lawyers are based in 
the key arbitral centers of New York, 
Washington, DC, London, Paris, 
Geneva, Stockholm and Singapore, 
and we have significant on-the-ground 
arbitration capability in Mexico City, 
Miami, Houston, Madrid, Frankfurt, 
Warsaw, Moscow, Dubai, Doha, 
Riyadh, Hong Kong and beyond.

We are a truly global team

Our practice is independently recognized by Chambers 
as being “the farthest reaching and most evenly spread 
of the specialist arbitration firms.” No other law firm has 
our strength and depth of coverage in the United States, 
Europe and in emerging markets worldwide. This means 
that we are able to operate with little or no learning curve 
no matter where in the world your dispute takes us.

Members of our team are leading individuals in 
international commercial arbitration and investor-state 
arbitration. And many of us hold prominent positions 
at key arbitral institutions and on thought leadership 
committees. Our group’s collective experience brings 
with it unrivaled insight into arbitrators, institutions, expert 
witnesses and opposing counsel, which can make all 
the difference to the outcome of your dispute.

We are trusted with high-stakes claims

We represent clients and achieve groundbreaking results 
in some of the most complex and high-value disputes 
in the world.

On one of the longest-running and most technically 
complex cases to be referred to the ICC, we obtained 
a major victory for our client, an Asian contractor, in 
a US$1.4 billion Spanish-language arbitration relating 
to the construction of an oil refinery in Latin America.

And in a politically charged US$1 billion dispute relating 
to public works that had remained unpaid for 30 years, 
we obtained an award of €550 million, plus costs, 
for Commisimpex against the Republic of the Congo.
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We have a long list of “firsts”

Our work on commercial arbitration and more than 
100 investor-state arbitrations regularly makes headlines 
for the landmark results we achieve. And we have won 
cases where clients have already tried and failed before 
the same arbitral institution using different counsel.

For example, we represented tens of thousands of Italian 
holders of Argentine bonds in a US$2.4 billion claim 
before ICSID. In a seminal decision, which was named 
“Most Influential Award of the Decade” by OGEMID, 
the tribunal found jurisdiction over the case, giving the 
green light to the first-ever mass claim in investment 
arbitration history.

And in a landmark ICSID case that expands the protection 
afforded to foreign investors under international law, 
we secured victory for Swiss client SGS by persuading 
the tribunal to adopt an innovative interpretation of the 
“umbrella clause.” SGS had twice before brought such 
claims against two other states without success. 

We offer a complete service

We advise on international disputes under virtually any 
substantive law, arbitral forum and industry sector, and 
in multiple languages. We work with original-language 
documents, interview witnesses in their native language 
and conduct proceedings in the language of choice.

We advise clients at every stage of the dispute resolution 
process, from the drafting of dispute resolution clauses 
to pre-proceeding issues and the conduct of proceedings, 
through to the enforcement of arbitral awards. We also 
advise on alternative dispute resolution methods, such as 
disputes boards and mediation, and can provide guidance 
on the best dispute resolution options in any given situation.

“ A world-class team of litigators”

“ Undoubtedly pre-eminent 
in the field”

Chambers Global

“ At the top”

“ A stellar international  
arbitration reputation”

The Legal 500

“ First class”

“ A force in the global market”

Global Arbitration Review

Number One Worldwide
Global Arbitration Review 2015 – 2019, 2021

Band 1
Chambers Global, Europe, Latin-America, 
France, USA 2021

Most Successful Firm for Results  
in ICSID Arbitration
Credibility International 2014, 2021
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Hands-on experience in key sectors

Our lawyers are experienced dispute  
resolution practitioners in sectors 
including aviation, aerospace, 
construction, defense, energy, financial 
services, hospitality, information 
technology, manufacturing, media, 
mining, nuclear, oil & gas, power, 
real estate, telecommunications 
and in cases for or against states.

Construction

We advise on international construction arbitrations  
around the world and in disputes boards and similar 
alternative dispute resolution procedures. Our group 
includes the legal advisor to the FIDIC contracts committee, 
which produces the most widely used forms of construction 
contracts in the world. We are particularly experienced 
in multiparty arbitrations, which often arise  
out of construction projects.

Energy

In the energy and oil & gas sectors, we have some 
of the world’s leading arbitration practitioners. We have 
deep experience in all types of energy disputes, and act 
for owners and developers, contractors, suppliers, sponsors, 
investors, lenders, joint venture companies, sovereigns 
and others in arbitrations relating to production sharing 
agreements, concession agreements, power plants, 
hydroelectric plants, coal and gas-fired energy facilities, 
oil refineries, LNG, LPG and petrochemical plants.

Financial services

Arbitration is an increasingly accepted dispute resolution 
option for banking, insurance and other financial institutions. 
We have built up a significant body of expertise in 
this area, and work closely with our colleagues who 
undertake transactional work for such clients in order 
to provide a cohesive, integrated and efficient service.
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Foreign investment

We are uniquely experienced in representing 
both investors and states in disputes arising under 
investment treaties (both bilateral and multi-lateral) 
and investment contracts. We are recognized as a market 
leader in this area by all legal directories, and have 
particular strength in disputes involving sovereigns 
in Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe and Latin America.

Nuclear

We have world-leading experience in the nuclear power 
sector and a thorough understanding of the industry 
through our preeminent position advising on large-scale 
nuclear power projects, related financings and dispute 
resolution for more than three decades. We have advised 
governments and private sector clients on some 
of the most cutting-edge projects of recent times.

Telecommunications, Media 
and Technology (TMT)

Many multinational TMT companies view arbitration 
as a preferred dispute resolution option. The sector 
is a specialized one, and our lawyers have the experience 
to master the technical details of a dispute. We are 
also well-versed in acting for clients in disputes over 
manufacturing, licensing and distribution agreements, 
which frequently arise in technology-related industries.

“ Strong in the oil and gas, power 
and construction sectors”

“ Expertise in international 
construction (FIDIC), oil 
and gas, joint ventures and 
telecommunications matters”

“ Pre-eminent in sovereign/investor 
disputes, the Firm also has a 
strong reputation for handling 
infrastructure and finance work”

Chambers Global

International Arbitration  
Law Firm of the Year: Governmental
U.S. News & World Report—Best Lawyers 2021

International Arbitration  
Law Firm of the Year
Who’s Who Legal 2018 – 2020

International Arbitration  
Law Firm of the Year
Benchmark Litigation 2018



Ranked “Number 1 International Arbitration Practice 
Worldwide” by Global Arbitration Review

Track record of achieving groundbreaking results  
in complex, high-stakes disputes

The largest International Arbitration practice of any firm,  
with more than 180 dedicated arbitration lawyers

Leading individuals, including some of the most  
respected, experienced and highly ranked arbitration 
practitioners in the world

Our International Arbitration practice  
at a glance
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International commercial arbitration

Recent examples of our work

Asian oil industry  
contractor

Success in complex construction case
In one of the longest running and most technically complex cases to be 
referred to the ICC, we obtained a major victory for our client, an Asian 
contractor, in a US$1.4 billion Spanish-language arbitration relating to the 
construction of an oil refinery and pipelines in Latin America.

Congolese contractor Victory in long-running ICC arbitration
In a politically charged US$1 billion dispute relating to public works that had  
remained unpaid for 30 years, we obtained an award of €550 million, plus costs,  
for Commisimpex against the Republic of the Congo.

Nuclear power  
plant purchaser

Multibillion-dollar nuclear dispute
In one of the world’s largest and most complex infrastructure disputes, 
we represented the purchaser of a nuclear power plant in multi -billion 
dollar arbitration and ligitation relating to the design and construction of a 
nuclear power plant. In 2018, we negotiated an agreement that ended the 
arbitration while retaining the main principles of the plant contract.

Construction contractors Construction dispute with global 
economic significance
In one of the world’s most significant construction disputes, we represent the 
contractors in a multi-billion dollar dispute with the Panama Canal Authority 
regarding the US$5.5 billion Panama Canal expansion project. Given the Canal’s 
importance to world trade, the dispute has major global economic significance.
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Abaclat & others v.  
Argentine Republic

Most influential award of the last decade
We represented tens of thousands of Italian holders of Argentine bonds 
in a US$2.4 billion ICSID arbitration under the Argentina-Italy bilateral 
investment treaty. The case related to sovereign default, a critical legal and political 
issue in Latin America, and involved the largest known number of claimants 
in a single arbitration. 

In August 2011, the tribunal issued a seminal “Decision on Jurisdiction and 
Admissibility,” establishing jurisdiction over the claims and giving the green  
light to the first-ever mass claim in investment arbitration history. The decision  
won “Most Influential Award of the Last Decade” at the 2012 OGEMID Awards. 

In May 2016, the parties reached an historic settlement with Argentina, whereby 
the Government agreed to pay 150 percent of the principal value of the affected 
bonds—an extraordinary achievement in a cutting-edge dispute that lasted more  
than a decade.

Československá obchodní 
banka, a. s. v. Slovak  
Republic

US$867 million award for Czech bank 
ČSOB after defeating two rounds of 
jurisdictional objections
We achieved a major victory for the claimant, ČSOB, obtaining an award of more 
than US$867 million, plus US$10 million in costs, the largest ICSID arbitration 
award ever rendered and paid. Prior to succeeding on the merits, we defeated 
two rounds of jurisdictional objections raised by the Slovak Republic and obtained 
orders for provisional measures opposed by the Slovak Republic.

Global & Globex v. Ukraine Groundbreaking shutdown of claim
We defended Ukraine against an ICSID claim brought by two US investors, Global 
Trading and Globex International, by successfully applying for summary dismissal 
under ICSID Rule 41(5). This represented the first-ever instance where a tribunal 
summarily dismissed the merits of an ICSID claim under this Rule.

Investor-state arbitration

Recent examples of our work
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Metal-Tech Ltd v. Republic 
of Uzbekistan

First-ever investment treaty case to 
be dismissed on corruption grounds
We represent Uzbekistan in six investment arbitrations, including an ICSID claim 
brought by Metal-Tech under the Uzbekistan-Israel bilateral investment treaty 
relating to an alleged investment in the Uzbek mineral processing industry. 

In a unanimous award dated October 4, 2013, the tribunal refused jurisdiction 
over Metal-Tech’s request for more than US$170 million in damages, finding 
that Metal-Tech had made corrupt payments to obtain its alleged investment. 
The case is the first investment treaty claim ever to be dismissed on corruption 
grounds. The decision was nominated by Global Arbitration Review for 
“Most Important Published Decision of 2013 in Jurisprudential Terms.”

SGS Société Générale  
de Surveillance v.  
Republic of Paraguay

Major victory for Swiss client SGS 
in landmark award
We achieved a significant victory for Swiss company SGS in an ICSID arbitration 
against Paraguay in a dispute arising out of non-payment for inspection services 
under the Swiss-Paraguay bilateral investment treaty. In a groundbreaking award, 
SGS’s position was fully vindicated when the tribunal adopted an innovative 
interpretation of the investment treaty’s “umbrella clause.” SGS had twice 
before brought such claims against two other states, using different counsel, 
without success.

Gold Reserve v. Venezuela US$740 million award for Canadian 
mining company
In a true “bet-the-company” case, we achieved a momentous victory 
for Gold Reserve in a long-running ICSID arbitration against Venezuela 
relating to one of the world’s largest undeveloped gold/copper deposits. 
In a unanimous award, the tribunal found that Venezuela had acted unlawfully 
in violation of the Canada-Venezuela bilateral investment treaty and awarded 
Gold Reserve more than US$740 million in damages and legal costs. 
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About White & Case

White & Case is a global law firm with 
longstanding offices in the markets 
that matter today. Our on-the-ground 
experience, our cross-border integration 
and our depth of local, US and English-
qualified lawyers help our clients work 
with confidence in any one market  
or across many.

We guide our clients through difficult issues, bringing 
our insight and judgment to each situation. Our innovative 
approaches create original solutions to our clients’ 
most complex domestic and multijurisdictional deals 
and disputes.

By thinking on behalf of our clients every day, we 
anticipate what they want, provide what they need and 
build lasting relationships. We do what it takes to help our 
clients achieve their ambitions.

Most Innovative Law Firm 
in North America
Financial Times North America Innovative Lawyers, 2021

US Law Firm of the Year
IFLR Europe Awards 2021

Top Ten for Diversity among Am Law 
100 Law Firms (8th consecutive year)
The American Lawyer Diversity Scorecard 2021

Band 1 Global Market Leader
Arbitration (International) 
International Trade/WTO

Band 1 Global Rankings
Banking & Finance 
Projects & Energy
Chambers Global 2021

#1 Firm for Global M&A by Deal Value
Mergermarket M&A League Tables, Q1 2021 
Thomson Reuters League Tables, Q1 2021

#1 Firm Globally, International Arbitration
Global Arbitration Review GAR 30 2021

Middle East Law Firm of the Year
IFLR Middle East Awards 2020

Top Five “Global Elite” Law Firm
Global Competition Review, GCR 2021

#1 Firm, Latin America Arbitration 
(5th consecutive year)
Latinvex Top Law Firm Rankings 2021

Best Law Firm in Africa 
(8th consecutive year)
EMEA Finance Africa Banking Awards 2020

Global Project Finance Group of the Year
Law360 2020 Practice Group of the Year awards

100 Percent Rating, Corporate Equality 
Index (13th consecutive year)
Human Rights Campaign Foundation, 2021
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Our International Arbitration partners

Americas

Houston

Silvia Marchili
E silvia.marchili@whitecase.com

Jorge Mattamouros
E jmattamouros@whitecase.com

Mexico City

Rafael Llano Oddone
E rllano@whitecase.com

New York

Paul Friedland
E pfriedland@whitecase.com

Jennifer Glasser
E jglasser@whitecase.com

David Hille
E dhille@whitecase.com

Damien Nyer
E dnyer@whitecase.com

Ank Santens
E asantens@whitecase.com

Washington, DC

Matthew Drossos
E mdrossos@whitecase.com

Brody Greenwald
E bgreenwald@whitecase.com

Jonathan C. Hamilton
E jhamilton@whitecase.com

Francisco Jijón
E fjijon@whitecase.com

Carolyn B. Lamm
E clamm@whitecase.com

Darryl Lew
E dlew@whitecase.com

Hansel Pham
E hpham@whitecase.com

Petr Polášek 
E ppolasek@whitecase.com 

Abby Cohen Smutny
E asmutny@whitecase.com

Francis A. Vasquez, Jr.
E fvasquez@whitecase.com

Kristen Young
E kyoung@whitecase.com

Europe

Frankfurt

Markus Burianski
E mburianski@whitecase.com

Christian M. Theissen
E ctheissen@whitecase.com

Geneva

Alexandre Mazuranic 
E amazuranic@whitecase.com

Anne Véronique Schlaepfer 
E aschlaepfer@whitecase.com

Istanbul

Yalın Akmenek
E yakmenek@gkcpartners.com

London

Edward Attenborough
E eattenborough@whitecase.com

Julian Bailey
E jbailey@whitecase.com

Ellis Baker
E ebaker@whitecase.com 

Paul Brumpton
E pbrumpton@whitecase.com

Phillip Capper
E pcapper@whitecase.com

Mark Clarke
E mclarke@whitecase.com

Clare Connellan
E cconnellan@whitecase.com

Daniel Garton
E dgarton@whitecase.com 

David Goldberg
E dgoldberg@whitecase.com

Rory Hishon
E rhishon@whitecase.com

James Holden
E jholden@whitecase.com

Andrea J. Menaker
E amenaker@whitecase.com

Aloke Ray QC
E aray@whitecase.com

David Robertson
E drobertson@whitecase.com

Dipen Sabharwal QC
E dsabharwal@whitecase.com

Rebecca Shorter
E rshorter@whitecase.com

Robert Wheal
E rwheal@whitecase.com

Moscow

Julia Zagonek
E jzagonek@whitecase.com

Paris

Nicolas Bouchardie
E nbouchardie@whitecase.com

Noor Davies
E ndavies@whitecase.com

Andrew McDougall
E amcdougall@whitecase.com

Charles Nairac
E cnairac@whitecase.com

Kirsten Odynski
E kodynski@whitecase.com

Elizabeth Oger-Gross
E eogergross@whitecase.com

Michael Polkinghorne
E mpolkinghorne@whitecase.com

Christopher R. Seppälä
E cseppala@whitecase.com

Christophe von Krause
E cvonkrause@whitecase.com

John S. Willems
E jwillems@whitecase.com

Stockholm

Anders Reldén
E arelden@whitecase.com

Warsaw

Michał Subocz
E msubocz@whitecase.com

Middle East & Asia

Doha/UAE

Michael Turrini
E mturrini@whitecase.com

Payvand Vahdat
E pvahdat@whitecase.com

Hong Kong

Melody Chan
E mchan@whitecase.com 

Oman

Mohamed Al-Balushi
E mohammed.albalushi@ 

whitecase.com

Riyadh

Luka Kristovic Blazevic
E kristlu@whitecase.com

Singapore

Matthew Secomb
E msecomb@whitecase.com
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Contact us

Americas

Boston
T +1 617 979 9300

Chicago
T +1 312 881 5400

Houston
T +1 713 496 9700

Los Angeles
T +1 213 620 7700

Mexico City
T +52 55 5540 9600

Miami
T +1 305 371 2700

New York
T +1 212 819 8200

São Paulo
T +55 11 3147 5600

Silicon Valley
T +1 650 213 0300

Washington, DC
T +1 202 626 3600

Europe, Middle East and Africa

Abu Dhabi 
T +971 2 611 3400

Berlin
T +49 30 880911 0

Bratislava
T +421 2 5441 5100

Brussels
T +32 2 239 26 20

Cairo
T +20 2 2461 8200

Doha
T +974 440 64300

Dubai
T +971 4 381 6200

Düsseldorf
T +49 211 49195 0

Frankfurt
T +49 69 29994 0

Geneva
T +41 22 906 9800

Hamburg
T +49 40 35005 0

Helsinki
T +358 9 228 641

Istanbul
T +90 212 354 2000

Johannesburg
T +27 11 341 4000

London
T +44 20 7532 1000

Madrid
T +34 91 787 6300

Milan
T +39 02 00688 300

Moscow
T +7 495 787 3000

Nur-Sultan
T +7 717 255 28 68

Paris
T +33 1 55 04 15 15

Prague
T +420 255 771 111

Riyadh*
T +966 11 499 3600

Stockholm
T +46 8 506 32 300

Tashkent
T +998 71 140 81 01

Warsaw
T +48 22 50 50 100

Asia-Pacific

Beijing
T +86 10 5912 9600

Hong Kong
T +852 2822 8700

Jakarta*
T +62 21 2992 7000

Melbourne
T +61 3 8486 8000

Seoul
T +82 2 6138 8800

Shanghai
T +86 21 6132 5900

Singapore
T +65 6225 6000

Sydney
T +61 2 8249 2600

Tokyo
T +81 3 6384 3300





whitecase.com
In this publication, White & Case 
means the international legal practice 
comprising White & Case llp a 
New York State registered limited liability 
partnership, White & Case llp, 
a limited liability partnership incorporated 
under English law, and all other affiliated 
partnerships, companies and entities.

This publication is prepared for the 
general information of our clients  
and other interested persons. It is not,  
and does not attempt to be, 
comprehensive in nature. Due to the 
general nature of its content, it should 
not be regarded as legal advice.

Attorney Advertising.  
Prior results do not guarantee  
a similar outcome.


